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"Tell the truth and don't be afraid."

SPORTS + Women's basketball loses to Austin Peay at the buzzer: page 12
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Eastern Illinois University, Charleston

BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Nursing
program
approved
Board also
allows Lantz
addition, new
parking lot
BY SARAH WHITNEY
MANAGING EDITOR

The Board of Tmstees voted
unanimously to approve the nursing program at its Dec. 14 meeting.
"I assume the board's unanimous decision was due to their
thorough understanding of the
proposal and the work of the
provost and president in presenting the proposal to the Board,"
said Mary Anne Hanner, Dean of
the College of Sciences.
Hanner helped present the proposal to the Council on Academic
Affairs earlier last semester.
The program creates a partnership with local community colleges
and Lakeview College of Nursing
to provide continuing education
for registered nurses.
Upon completion of the program, Eastern would award

ERIC H ILTNERITHE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Students read and listen to music while working out on the stationary bikes Sunday afternoon in the Student Rec Center. The Rec Center is usually more
crowded at the start of a new year, said Fern Delima, a junior exercise science major who teaches classes.

ollowing through
with resolutions
Bv

I ESSICA CANTARELLI

CAMPUS EDITOR
SEE TRUSTEES PAGE 9

Nursing program
+ Issue: BOT approves
nursing degree program at
Eastern.

+Next step: Ill inois

Board

of H igher Education must
approve the program at its
Feb. 7 meeting.

Losing weight and getting in shape are among the
most popular New Year's resolutions, and opportunities at Eastern may help students keep their promises for the new year.
Fern Delima, a junior exercise science major,
teaches a variety of classes like Pilates, water aerobics
and abs workouts at the Student Recreation Center.
Delima said the Rec Center is usually more
crowded this time of year than usual.
"It's usually crowded until March and then dies
down," Delima said. "I think people get lazy and
become too busy. And sometimes the classes aren't

at best times for people."
Delima said she encourages people who want to
get in shape this year to take advantage of the classes because they're free.
"A lot of other schools don't offer classes like
Eastern does," she said. "T his way people can find
out what kinds of workouts they like before they
have to start paying for them."
One of the challenges Delima faces at her job is
keeping people motivated so they keep coming
back.
"If instmctors are boring, people will get bored
with their workout and not want to continue," she
said.
A way to keep from being bored, Delima said, is

Stu dents try to make
health a hi gher p riority
dur i ng the the new y ear
to modify workouts. Delima advises to "switch it up
so you're not doing the same thing everyday."
Although Delima spends time encouraging people to get in shape for 2006, her New Year's resolution is to stop swearing.
Carolynn Beal, a sophomore education major,
resolves to give up her favorite fast food for the new
year in hopes of achieving better health.
"I ate way too much Taco Bell last semester," Beal
said. '~d if I want to get in serious shape, things
have to change."
Beal fights off her cravings to "spice up the night"
by not eating two hours before she goes to bed.
SEE RESOLUTIONS PAGE 9

STUDENT SENATE

Progress forms require constant activity from committees
BY lAuREN MOORE
STUDENT GOVERNMENT EDITOR

Student Senate committee chairs
will now be required to document
projects and update them each week.
Sean Anderson, speaker of the senate, will introduce the senate project
progress form early this week to senate members to explain what will be
expected of them.
"Committee chairs will be
required to be constantly working on
a project with their committee,"

Anderson said. "They will need to
explain the purpose of the project
and what it's doing to benefit EIU."
Anderson said the first section provides space for the committee chairs
to explain and outline what the project will entail, and the second section
allows the chair members to document what has been done each week
and what still lies ahead until the
completion of the project.
To begin the semester, Anderson
said he expects each chair to be working on at least three projects. One of

which will be a semester-long project, and the others being short-term
projects.
For each committee meeting,
members are required to bring two
ideas from friends or classmates that
relate to that committee.
"T hey will collect suggestions and
the committee will keep a binder
that holds ideas that are studentbased, not senator-based," Anderson
said.
When an idea is first presented,
Anderson meets with the committee

chairs in Legislative Leadership session. T he idea is voted on first there,
and then it is presented to senate as a
whole at its meetings.
Anderson said a few projects that
began last semester would continue
during the beginning of this semester.
"The Academic Affairs committee
is the most active, and the Tuition
and Fees committee will have the
most projects most likely," Anderson
said. "Students care about where
their money is going."

Although senate members who are
not committee chairs won't be
required to start a project, Anderson
said they are able to begin projects as
well.
Anderson will also keep a binder
that will contain all documentation
of projects underway so senate members can find one they are interested
in.
"T his will give senate members
more opportunity to be involved in
projects that are affecting the students," Anderson said.
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EASTERN NEWS
The Daily E.lstern News is produced by the
students of Eastern Illinois University.
k is published daily Monday through Friday,
in Charleston, Ill., during fall and spring
semesters and twice weekly during the
summer term except during school vacations
or examinations. Subscription price: $50 per
semester, $30 for summer, $95 all year.
The DEN is a member of The Associated Press,
which is entitled to exclusive use of all articles
appearing in this paper.

CAMPUS BRIEFS

TODAY'S EVENTS
First day of dasses

Textbooks available for spring semester
Students can pick up textbooks for
the spring semester at Textbook
Rental all week during its extended
hours.

It will be open 8 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Monday through T hursday and from
8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Friday.
In observance of Martin Luther

I First half term

A ll day

courses begin

Late registration,
course adds/drops

King Jr. Day, Textbook Rental will be
closed Jan. 16. Regular hours will
resume on Jan. 17, when it will be
open from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

I Registration

A ll day

hours are from 7 a.m.
to 9 p.m. Monday through
Friday and 7 a.m. to 5
p.m. Saturday. A $25

STAFF LIST

late registration fee
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C) The first week should be no
problem.
D) A new semester is beginning?
ERIC HILTNER/THE DALY EASTERN NEWS

Josh Cullinan, a freshman undeclared major, carries luggage into Carman Hall Sunday morning. Josh is one of many
students returning from break for the spring semester at Eastern•
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Suspected counterfeiters clog toilet
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PUEBID, Colo. - Two people suspected of counterfeiting money spent
at least a week relieving themselves in
plastic shopping bags, because the
plumbing stopped working in their

PLACE AN AD

apartment when they flushed wads of
suspected fake cash down the toilet,
authorities said.
Selina Jean Valdez, 28, was arrested
T hursday on a warrant for forgery,
possession of forgery instruments and
criminal mischief H er suspected part·

ner Daniel Marquez, 41, is wanted on
the same charges.
T he two are suspected of running a
low- tech counterfeiting operation,
using a combination printer-scannercopier and a personal computer to
make fake $50 and $100 bills.

EARLY HEADLINES
Listen to "Wake Up Live" with
Rob and )enn Monday through
Friday for morning headlines on
88.9 or at weiuhitmix.net

If you have an interest in advertising in THE

DEN, please feel free to contact us at 581· 2812
or by email at DENads®eiu.edu

FIND A MISTAKE?
Let us krow if you find a factual error in The DEN

so 've can provide the correct infonnation to other
readeiS. Contact the editcr at 581 ·2812 a
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Bush announces strategic language initiatives
BY
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PRINCETO N, N.J. - President
Bush today announced a new hundred-million-dollar initiative to bolster U .S. national security by
expanding foreign language education in this country, especially of key
languages including Arabic, Chinese,
Russian, Hindi and Farsi.
The announcement came during
remarks at a State Department summit of 133 higher education leaders,
including President Tilghman.
Bush is requesting $114 million
from Congress for the effOrt, called the
National Security Language Initiative,
which includes programs aimed at
increasing foreign language education

from kindergarten through the university level and into the workforce.
"You can't win in the long run for
democracy unless you've got the
capacity to help spread democracy,"
Bush said yesterday.

Michigan Civil Rights
Initiative, BAMN still
arguing about language
BY j USTIN MILLER
MICHIGAN DAILY (U. MICHIGAN)

ANN ARBOR, Mich.- With the
proposal to ban some affirmative
action programs already a lock for
this November's state ballot, the
State Board of Canvassers has one
final chance to settle a dispute over

the language.
T he Michigan Civil Rights
Initiative, the group sponsoring the
proposal, and BAMN, which opposes it, are still arguing about whether
the initiative's language is misleading.
T he Michigan Court of Appeals
originally mandated the board agree
on the proposal's language and put it
on the ballot. But last month, the
board deadlocked on a decision to
put the initiative on the ballot.
T he appeals court responded to
this impasse by putting the proposal
on the Noven1ber ballot and gave the
board a second chance to agree on
the proposal's language.
Attorneys for MCRI and BAMN
will make their cases to the board at
the tentatively scheduled Jan. 19.

Ohio school board
temporarily haHs dru&
testmg to avoid lawsuat
BY

lAuREN LIPAJ

THE POST (OHIO U.)

ATHENS, Ohio - Alexander,
Ohio, school board members voted to
suspend the school's controversial
drug-testing policy for the rest of2005.
The move was approved to avoid a
lawsuit about a possible violation of
the open meetings state law that
might have occurred during creation.
Athens County Prosecutor C.
David Warren recommended the
school board suspend the policy in
order to avoid a possible lawsuit from
a group of discontented parents.
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New tree commission helps
bring greenery back to city
Group educates
public on planting
trees in Charleston
BY KRISTEN lARSEN

CITY EDITOR

Many long-time Charleston residents
remember the ciry having more color in years
past.
"When I was younger, I can remember
Sixth and Seventh streets covered by trees,"
said Dale McCullough, a member of
Charleston's Tree Commission. " Now many
of those trees were cut down for parking lots
or garages."
Some of the trees McCullough remembers
were oak trees and he said he thought they
were cut down because people may not have
wanted to pick up the acorns anymore.
To help bring the greenery back to
Charleston, the city council appointed the
Charleston Tree Commission on Dec 6.
The group will start where the commission

from 10 years ago left off.
"When they (members of the former commission) were in operation, they had a plan
for planting trees at a reasonable price," said
Wes Whiteside, a member of the Tree Board,
which the new commission will use.
T he commission has had one meeting
where they discussed finding a method of
funding and taking a census of trees already
in the ciry.
From there, the commission's main goal is
to educate the public about maintaining and
planting trees, Whiteside said.
"Many people do things such as topping
trees, which is bad for them," McCullough
said.
Topping trees is cutting the branches back
to the srubs.
T his is a bad practice because it reduces the
food-making abiliry of the tree, he said.
Instead, the public is encouraged to prune
trees and not remove more than one quarter
of the crown.
T he commission is preparing to educate
the public on which trees are hazardous, how
to treat trees properly and how to go about
planting more trees.

CARRIE HOLLIS/THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Atree on Fourth Street has been trimmed and cut to fit around power lines. Dale McCullough, a
member of the Charleston Tree Commission said that this harms the trees "because it reduces
the food-making ability of the tree."
Not only will they be teaching the public
about planting trees, but also be planning
trees in the parks in town.
By teaching the public how to treat trees

and by planting more trees, the commission
may help bring the canopy of trees that
McCullough remembers when he was
younger back to Charleston.

UB, WHERE's MYXBox360?
High demand for game system leaves tournament winners waiting for prize
BY MATT Pou
ACTIVITIES EDITOR

Dustin Pepperdine thought his
chances of winning an Xbox360
were lost after being defeated in
game one in a series of three during
a Universiry Board-sponsored H alo
2 tournament.
No wonder he was elated when
he and his partner Nick Alford
came back to win two in a row to
take the coveted prize.
But instead of two Xbox360s, the
winners, both students at Lake

Land College, received only one.
Pepperdine was put on a waiting list
to receive his.
T he two teamed up to win the
H alo 2 tournament in the
Universiry Ballroom last November.
T he prizes were not readily available to the winners because the
Xbox360 wasn't in stores at the
time.
"We had difficulry purchasing
one in advance," said UB Adviser
Ceci Brinker.
Brinker said she was fortunate
enough to find an Xbox360 in

"We had dHficulty
purchasing one in
advance."
CECI BRINKER,

U 8 ADVISER

Effingham, which she personally
went to pick up.
However, because of the system's
high demand, Brinker was only
allowed to purchase one.
"We're still on a waiting list along

with several other people (for the
other one)," she said.
Pepperdine said he had his mom
call the UB repeatedly for two weeks
before someone finally called back to
say they had at least one Xbox360 for
either him or Alford.
Pepperdine was generous enough
to allow Alford to have the Xbox360,
and he continues to wait for his own.
Adding to their disappointment,
the Xbox360s they won are the
cheaper model that is not compatible
with regular Xbox games.
"Students in the contest were

telling us that we won the $400
Xbox360 model, which is compatible with regular Xbox games,"
Pepperdine said. "But [the UB] told
us we were only going to get the basic
$300 model, which would then cost
me an extra $100 for an upgrade so
it will play Xbox games."
He said he is still waiting for someone from the UB to contact him
about his prize.
"We didn't anticipate the high
demand for (Xbox360), but as soon
as it comes in, we will make good
on our promise," Brinker said.
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EDITORIAL CARTOON BY BRIAN O'MALLEY
BRIAN O'MALLEY
OPINIONS PAGE EDITOR

LET's START
AT THE VERY
BEGINNING
It's a new year and a new semester. Everyone gets a clean
slate. It doesn't matter how great or how awful your grades
were last semester because we are at the beginning of a new
semester.
There's something nice about the start of a new semester.
Your notebooks are empty and your pens are filled with ink.
You have a load of new books and you can forget about that
horrible professor you had last semester.
I'm not necessarily a good student, but I'm working on it.
That's one of the reasons I'm looking forward to a fresh
semester.
At the beginning of the new year, most people make their
new year's resolution to try and improve something in their
life. My main goal this semester is to get my 15 credits. I
know that sounds like a stupid resolution, but I've gone
without a 15-credit semester in quite some time and I would
like to fulfill that goal.
At the end of every semester, I tend to get tired of some of
my classes and sometimes some of my professors. It's not
necessarily a professor's fault if students get sick of them
because it's hard to keep a group of people interested and
entertained three days a week.
But when a semester begins, the idea of change is a refreshing one.
Of course, like
every
semester,
there will be distractions. Whether it be
the NFL playoffs,
or something personal, it's hard to
have a semester
without
distractions.
For instance, on Sunday my roommate, while leaving our
house, noticed the outside water connection was leaking. H e
told me about it and we called our landlord to see ifwe could
fix it. Our landlord doesn't live very close to Charleston so we
knew we would have to try and do it ourselves. Our landlord
advised us to put a stopper on the faucet, so we started to
fool around with it and we notice the pipe is loose. The next
thing we knew water was squirting out of the side of our
house.
So after several phone calls to different places, someone
finally came and shut our water off and then we left our
landlord in charge of getting our water going again.
Sometimes things turn out to be much more of a hassle than
they should.
My point is that a situation like that is certainly an irritating one, but I have a feeling I would have found if more irritating at the end of last semester.
Near the end of a semester, some irritations build up and
then you have winter break to relax and forget about those
irritations.
I don't know how many students are excited about classes
starting, but I'm sure it's not a large amount. But there is a
mystery at the beginning of a new semester that kind of
excites me.
So as I begin on the journey that is the spring semester of
2006, I ready myself for anything. I will expect distractions
and do my best to push them away, and I will try my hardest to make my my new year's resolution come true.
I hope every student at Eastern is excited about this semester and is ready to take control and have success. While the
beginning of a semester is exciting, the end of a good one is
even better.

" ... there is a mystery at
the beginning of a new
semester that kind of
excites me. "

O'Malley, a senior journalism major,
can be reached at bpomailey@eiu.edu.
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EDITORIAL

'Miners alive' a major mistake
Two New York newspapers had front pages that
simply stated, in reference to the West Virginia
mining tragedy, "ALNE!"
The problem with those two headlines, along
with many other headlines of similar nature across

AI issue

mother tells you that she loves you, as a journalist

The media mistakenly
reported that 12 West
Virginia miners were
alive when they were
actually deceased.

the country, as well as reports on most major news
outlets on television, radio and the Internet, is that
the reports were wrong.
On Wednesday, Jan. 4 it was generally reported
across the nation that 12 of the miners trapped in a
West Virginia mine in the town ofTalmansivlle had
survived and only one had perished.
For two to three hours members of those miners
families released their emotions in tears of joy, as
most believed that their time of worry had ended
with the best possible news. But their tears of joy
were for nothing as people involved with the mine
realized that the reports were misleading in the

you should still check that out.
In this case, with the mistaken reports of the miners, it is obvious that most journalists that day went
forward with erroneous reports from sources and
reported those statements as fact.

Our stance

In doing so most of those journalists also failed to

This kind of mistake is
unacceptable. just to
imagine the two
extremes those poor
families experienced
that day is sickening.
There were severa l
ways that mistake
cou ld have been
avoided. Premature
reporting without
checking facts is
gathering a negative
impression for many
news organizations.

worst way.

use words such as "reportedly" or "some sources
say," and instead just relied on the information
given to them without taking the time to report it
correctly.
This fault in the journalism business also lies on
the designers and copyeditors who went forward
with published headlines that also stated the reports
as fact and failed to note that this had not been
proven yet.
Readers' eyes are always drawn to large headlines
and pictures, thus the responsibility of the headline
is to best portray the main idea of the story in an

In fact, the truth was the opposite of what was being reported

accurate way. When newspapers published one-word headlines

at the time. Instead of 12 miners surviving and one perishing, it

such as "ALNE!" and had them stretch across the page in an

was one miner saved and 12 dead.

extremely large font, even more emphasis was placed on the mis-

The members of the families that had believed the reports
corning from 24-hour news services had the emotions stop on a

take.
Overall, this was a problem that could have easily been avoided and wasn't, and it put an all-inclusive black eye on the entire

dime and reverse completely.
This mistake of the worst proportion in the journalism busi-

journalism field.

ness could have been avoided with the simplest of techniques:
double-checking.
In most journalism classes it is commonly said that even if your

The editorial is the majority opinion of
The Daily Eastern News editorial board

YOUR TURN: LETTERS TO THE EDITO R
The staff at The Daily Eastern News
wants to know what students think
about current events, campus issues,
college living and anything else students would like to address.
Editorial cartoons run everyday,
while guest columns run once a week
on Wednesday. Anyone is welcome to
write a column or draw a cartoon, but
it is at the editor's discretion when to
run the column or the cartoon.

COLUMNISTS NEEDED

CARTOONISTS WANTED

Have an opinion? We want to hear
it! The Daily Eastern News is looking
for students interested in voicing opinions on campus, state, national and
international issues through columns.
The DEN reserves the Wednesday guest
column spot for students, faculty and
members of the community. Guest
columns should be a minimum of 550
words.

The DEN is interested in recruiting
cartoonists that display artistic ability,
particularly caricatures and tasteful
humor as well as address campus issues.
A grasp of the news and current events
is necessary for cartoonists to be effective.
Columns, cartoons and lerters can be
submitted at room 1811 of Buzzard
H all.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastem News accepts letters to the editor addressing local, state, national and international issues. They should be less
than 250 words and include the authors' name, telephone number and address. Students should indicate their year in school and major. Faculty, administration
and staff should indicate their position and department. Letters whose authors cannot be verified will not be printed. We reserve the right to edit letters for
length. Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern News at 1811 Buzza rd Hall, Charleston IL 61920; faxed to 217-581 -2923; ore-mailed to
DENeic@gm a il.com
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City council discusses repairs to downtown Charleston
Bid for pool tabled,
agreement with
Eastern put on file
BY

KRISTEN lARSEN

CITY EDITOR

While students went home for the holidays
Charleston City Council met twice to discuss
matters not only affected the city but also
Eastern students.
The majority of the Jan. 3 meeting focused
on the Tax Investment Financing District.
This district is the downtown area and
allows the city to take a part of sales and
property taxes differences over the past 18
years and put that money back into the buildings.
"It puts the money taken from the area and
puts back into the area," said Mayor John
Inyart.
Buildings that house businesses such as

Mother's, Terry's Clip and Chip, and Jackson
Avenue Coffee are having awnings repaired
and exterior work done, while Charleston
Alley Theater and Roc's Blackfront are having
repairs to an exterior wall.
To help keep the water clean while coming
out of the water treatment plant, the council
authorized an agreement with Crawford,
Murphy and Tilly.
This company will help the city in planning, surveying and determining the cost of
upgrading the water treatment.
During the meeting, the council tabled a
bid for the Rotary Pool Improvement Project
and will consider the bid award this morning
at 7:30.
During its Dec. 20 meeting, the council
approved amending Title 1, which discussed
penalties on violations of an ordinance.
The city found out that some graduates had
been denied a job because of the Web site
Judici.com, which allows the public to look at anyone's criminal record such as drinking violations.

To help future students,
the city decided to change
the penalty to allow violators of certain ordinances
the ability to have their
records erased after two
years of probation.
"It gives young people
MAYOR jOHN
the
chance to have a secINYART
ond chance," said City
Attorney Brian Bower.
The council also put on file an agreement
between Eastern and the city, allowing the
city the use of Eastern's Geographic
Information System.
This system allows the city to pinpoint
geographic points such as manholes, drain
lines, streets and buildings.
"This information can be used by the
police and fire stations to find information
about water pressure or a building," Inyart
said.
Since the city would be using Eastern's

Also authorized by the Charleston
City Council:
+Item #1: Using tourism funds for
"Celebrations: A Festival of the Arts"

+ Item #2: The agreement with Bushue
Human Recourses for the provisions of
insurance consultation services.

+ Item #3: The change order with River
City Construction allowing for a new gen
erator for the new water treatment plant

technology, it will hire pre-engineering students to run the system.
This allows the students to obtain real life
experience and is cheaper for the city than
running it on their own.
Also by authorizing the use of professional
services from Sterling Codifiers, the city can
update the city code in a timelier manner and
have an online version.

QUILTS COVER WALLS
IN TARBLE ARTS CENTER
Art dates back to
the mid-1800s, late
20th century
BY

MATT Pou

ACTIVITIES EDITOR

Quilting isn't just something aunts and grandmas do for a hobby. It's a way for quilters to
express their creativity and to prove themselves as
artists.
Almost two dozen quilts are currently hanging
in the Tarble Arts Center thanks to the Lakeview
Museum of Arts and Sciences in Peoria.
The Glick Collection of Illinois Quilts
includes works that date as far back as the mid1800s and late 20th century by artists primarily
from central illinois.
"These quilts, especially the crazy quilts, were

intended as works of art rather than bed covers,"
said Michael Watts, director of the Tarble Arts
Center.
Watts said the three main categories that these
quilts fall under are whole doth, pieced and
appliqued.
Whole doth quilts are made from a single fabric and give a decorative design.
Pieced quilts include litde geometric pieces of
fabric sewn together.
And appliqued quilts use small contrasting
pieces of fabric sewn on to the top of the quilt to
create motifs.
Crazy quilts, Watts added, are irregularly shaped
pieces of silk, satin, velvet and other prized fabrics
that are sewn onto a foundation fabric to create a
haphazard design.
"The crazy quilts incorporate 1800s-1880s history sewn into them," Watts said.
Thomas Stevens, a Tarble employee, said he
liked the crazy quilts the most.
'1 think it's good for folk art because it's a dying
art form," Stevens said.

t-

ROSE SPECIAL!

1 DOZEN
BEAUTIFUL
RED

ROSES
vased w/
greenery
and bow

PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY ERIC HILTNERITHEDAILYEASTERNNEWS

''Quilting Bee" by Jennie Cell of Charleston is one of the quilts on display in Tarble Arts Center.
Stevens was partly responsible for putting all the
quilts on display in the gallery.
"Some of these quilts are even older than
Eastern," Stevens said.
Art collectors Merle and Barbara Glick loaned
the art exhibition to the Tarble Arts Center.

University B oard Week Events
El U Makeover
Applications Available
Friday, January 13th
in the Student
1wo for the Money h

Saturday, January \ 4t
Spm & 8pm.
Buzzard Audltonum

Happy Belated
Birthday Cassie!

GREEK
DISCOUNTS

NOBLE

flower & gift shop
2121 18th Street
(east of Greek Court)

Charleston, II

345- 7007

www.nob leflowersh

SHOWTIMES FOR JAN 9 - 12
MINE, & OURS (PG)
6:45
THE LINE (PG 13)

7:00

{R) 4:20 7:00 9:20 SAT SUN MAT 2:00
(R) 3:50 7:30 SAT SUN MAT 12: 15
5: 15 8:00 10:20 SAT SUN

34.50
I

Although no quilting artists from Charleston
are represented, late noted Coles County folk
painter Jennie Cdfs painting "Quilting Bee'' is on
display.
The Glick Collection of Illinois Quilts
remains on display until Jan. 15.

IIYNE (R)

GIVE YOUR
BUSINESS
THE PUSH
IT NEEDS
58 1-281 6

ADVERTISING MAKES CENTS.
{AND DOLLARS TOO}
CALL TODAY AND GET IN ON THE ACTION

581-2816
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Web site allows students to see Student Senate information
Minutes, bills,
resolutions stored
in database
BY

lAuREN M OORE

STUDENT GOVERNMENT EDITOR

Finishing touches to Student
Government's new Web site were made
over winter break, and now students
can access any information concerning
Student Senate's meetings.
Senate members Mark Bates and

Kenny Kozik, co-chairs of the Tuition
and Fees Committee, organized all the
minutes and pieces of legislation and
put them on a database for the first
nme.
"It's like a historical reference for students and senators," Bates said. "If a
person is thinking about creating legislation they can go back two to three
years to see what was done in the
past."
Kozik said before winter break he
and Bates compiled all the information
and during break, technology sub chair

Nackil Sung helped
put it on the
Internet.
Records of legislation that are concerned with student
fees will benefit senate
members
MARK BATES,
according
to
SENATE MEMBER
Kozik.
Bates said all but 10 pieces of legislation have been submitted into the database.
Students are able to obtain informa-

Faculty grant submission downsized
from 26 agencies to one Web site
BY

KAYLA C ROW

ADMINISTRATION EDITOR

Faculty members hoping to
receive money to work on research
projects this summer will soon have
some new rules to follow for submitting these proposals.
The federal government is currently working toward having all
proposals for these projects submitted through one Web site,
www.grants.gov, although the
change will affect different types of
proposals over the course of the
year in the process.
"In the past, each of the 26 grant-

making agencies of the federal government has created its own system
for receiving grant proposals," said
Bob Chesnut, director of grants
and research. "Some agencies
accepted only hard-copy applications. The National Science
Foundation accepted only electronic applications."
The Web site is intended to cut
down the proposal confusion and
set a standard way for submission
for all organizations.
It was started last year, and
progress and integration into the
system will continue through this
year.
Eastern will submit its first pro-

posal through the site early this
year, Chesnut said.
Faculty members who are submitting proposals for this year's
Summer Research and Creative
Activity Awards grants must do so
by Feb. 8, and should contact the
Office of Grants and Research to
inquire whether they should submit
them through www.grants.gov.
"(The site) still has some bugs,"
Chesnut said. "Occasionally servers
are down, and technical support is
stretched quite thin."
These problems can make submission difficult, but the bugs are
being worked out.
As the deadline approaches, the

cion through the Direct Access menu or
through the Search menu. In Direct
Access, students can look up minutes,
bills and resolutions, whereas with
Search, a student can look up informacion by subject or by committee.
"We thought about how it would
help senators," Kozik said. "Especially
bills that deal with fees. For us, we make
a proposal about where money will go,
but for students they can see how it's
broken down through this Web site. It's
easy for students to look something up
so they know what we're doing."

How to keep informed:
+ Students can search informa
tion on Student Senate meetings
and decisions
+ Direct Access can look up by
minutes and legislation
+ Search can look up by sub
ject and committee
+ www.library.eiu.edu/scripts/
stdgov/

Grant submission information:
+What Deadline for Summer Research and Creative Activity Awards
for research projects to take place between the end of the spring semester
to Aug. 31
+Where: Proposals must be turned into the Office of Grants and
Research, Consolidated Communications Center
+ When: Noon on Feb. 8
More information can be found on the grants and research Web site:
http://www.eiu.edu/- grants

office is dealing with the change as
well as preparing for the submission
of proposals.
"A normal number of applications is about 70," Chesnut said.
Each of the 20 grants awarded
each year is worth $4,000, to be
used for projects involving research
of creative activity, Chesnut said.
Since the office is off-campus, a

representative will be available from
8 a.m. to noon on Feb. 8 in the
Casey Room of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
Faculty members who previously
received a grant for summer
research need to have a progress
report or final report for the project
on file with the Office of Grants
and Research by Feb. 8 as well.

Portrait Week is Tuesday, January 17 through Friday, January 20
Stop by the Union Bookstore Lounge between Bam and 5pm
Sitting Fee is $5 for Seniors and $4 for all other classes
Seniors may call ahead to make an appointment at 217-581-2812
For more information contact the Warbler Yearbook at 217-581-2815 or
warblereiu @hotmail.com
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Two Illinois coal mines had most safety violations
West Virginia explosion brings
new attention to mine security
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

GAlATIA - Two southern lllinois

coal mines that produce about 20 percent of the state's coal acoounted fur
more than 80 percent of the fines issued
in the state fur safety violations last year,
according to a published report.
American Coal Co.'s Galatia mine in
Saline County was fined $540,000 in
2005 despite a decrease in production
and the number of hours worked,
according to the St. Louis PostDispatch, citing data from the U.S.
Labor Department's Mine Safety and
Health Administration.
Foundation Coal Holding Inc.'s
Wabash Mine was assessed more than
$383,000 in fines last year while producing less than a third as much coal as
Galatia, the state's largest mine, the government data showed.
An explosion in West Virginia killed
12 miners on Jan. 2. It was the nation's
deadliest coal mining disaster in more
than fuur years and is bringing renewed
artention to safety issues in an inherently dangerous line of work.
Last year marked the first time since
1882 that nobody died while working
in a coal for two consecutive years in
Illinois, but safety officials say they're
concerned about the number of safety
violations at the Galatia and Wabash
mines.
''I'm not going to portray them as
outlaws, but they were not where they
needed to be," said James Oakes, manager of the MSHA's District 8 office,
which oversees mining safety in a five-

state region. "The compliance record at
both are improving and needed to be
improved."
Robert Murray, chief executive of
Ohio-based Murray Energy Corp.,
which owns American Coal, said his
company has never had a fatality or lifethreatening accident.
"Murray Energy has one of the most
outstanding safety records in the coal
industry," he said in a statement.
Peter Vietti, a spokesman for the
Baltimore-based Foundation Coal
declined to comment on Wabash's 2005
safety record but said the state gave the
mine an award for the lowest incident
rate among large illinois coal mines in
2004.
Federal inspectors cited more than
1,500 safety violations at Galatia last
year. Though most of the infractions
were minor. The mine, which is contesting some of the fines, was levied six
$ 10,000 penalties.
Records show some safety violations
included accumulation of coal dust and
falling sections of roof and mine walls.
Many of the violations at Wabash
dealt with coal dust and float dust.
Areas of the mine also lacked high-pressured water for cleanup..
Wabash has been part of a federal
Repeat Violation Reduction Program
since last summer and has shown
improvement, Oakes said.
Federal inspectors called a meeting
with Galatia mine officials last year to
address safety issues, and it is taking part
in a separate voluntary safety program,
the newspaper reported.

ED HILLEII'HilADB.PHIA INQUIRERIKRr

People pay their respects to the miners who died in the Sago Mine at a makeshift memorial set up at the Barbour
County Courthouse in Philippi, W. Va.

Mourners grieve privately for victims
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

PHILIPPI, WVa. -The funerals began early they
had to. There were just so many in West Virginia's coal
mining towns this Sunday.
And after the agonizing heartbreak that played out
on television as families learned that 12 miners they
thought were alive in the Sago Mine had actually died,
the funerals were, for the most part, a private affair.
The miners' relatives and their tight-knit communities
filled the services, while police created a protective ring
around funeral homes, asking the media not to intmde.

Even from a distance, clte pain was clear as nearly 100
mourners hugged one another, many staring at their
feet as they walked inside to remember Jackie Weaver, a
52-year-old electrician who had spent 26 years working
in clte mines.
"He was a wonderful man with a wonderfi.tl sense of
humor," said Melanie Hayhurst, 44, a friend from
Fairmont who said she and her family had known
Weaver fur about 15 years.
There were so many fi.merals it was occasionally difficult for clte fi.meral home employees to remember the
times and locations without checking.

Congregation holds first senrice after destructive fire
con's board, pledged Pilgrim Baptist would

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

rise again.

ALEX GARCIA.CHICAGOTRIBUNEA<RT

Flames engulf historic Pilgrim Baptist Church Friday in Chicago.

CHICAGO - Two days after a fire
destroyed their landmark South Side
church building and the birthplace of
gospel music, about 200 members of
Pilgrim Baptist Church worshiped and sang
together at a temporary site Sunday.
To cheers from the congregation, Alfonso
Carrington, chairman of the church's dea-

"The Lord built man from the dirt,"
Carrington said from the pulpit in the auditorium of Rainbow PUSH Coalition's
headquarters. "What berter way to rebuild
than from the dirt up? He did it in seven
days. I can't promise you we'll do it in seven
days, but we will rebuild."
Carrington thanked the Rev. Jesse

Grant View Apartments
Coming Soon: Aug 2006
•4 Bedroom Apartments
•1 0 Units Fully Furnished
•$425 10 month lease available
Very Close to Campus
located on the corner of 1st & Grant
Call Today for Reservations

345-3353

Jackson for use of the Coalition's auditorium a few miles away from the Pilgrim site
for Sunday's service. He said the congregation would meet next Sunday in their community center, located across the street from
where their 115-year-old church once stood
in the city's historic Bronzeville neighborhood.
Firefighters continued to investigate the
cause of the fire Sunday.

"you know
what would
go great
with these
DELICIOUS

cookies?
some
ADVERTISING"

581-2816
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Three bedroom apartment 2
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and Designers for Spring 06.
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from campus. 1618 11th Street.
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included.
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BEDROOM

APART

NOW

06 07. PLENTY OF OFF STREET
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HOUSES, APTS., AND DUPLEX
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Town Centre,
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Phone 345
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6 Bedroom, 3 Bath, Brand New
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REQUIRED.
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NOW it's time to find a place for Fall 2006.
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Realtor

1512 A Street. P.O. Box 377
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ACROSS

6 Anatomical
pouches

o"

1

Excited"
(Pointer Sisters
hit)

32 Long time

64 Bad way to be
held by a judge

35 Airhead

65 007 foe

14 Severity

38 B team

66 Scheme

15 Melville novel

42 Driveway cover- 67 Suffered defeat,
ing
slangily

16 Alcove

17 First president

born outside the
original 13
colonies
19 Easy tennis
shots
20 Retirees, often
22 A Chaplin
23 Norma _ ,
Sally Field
Oscar-winning
role

room. Great loc, great condition,

Block from Stix. jack Cohan
(2 1 7} 620 69891 (2 1 7} 728

some with laundry, Some with

4926.

ing. No pets. 345 7286.

wireless internet, off street park

1110

43 Leslie Caron
title role
44 Fleming who
created 007
45 Shaquille of the
N.B.A.
47 Kind of camera:
Abbr.
49 Catch sight of

68 "I'd hate to
break up _

"

69 MS. enclosure
70 Zellweger of
"Bridget Jones's
Diary•
DOWN
1 Lawnlike

53 Kind of acid

2 H earty steak

55 Yellowstone
Park animal

3 List for a meeting

58 "Maze!

4 Songs for one

!"

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

5 Before, with 'to"

CAMPUS CLIPS
LIBRARY ORIEN TATION TOURS: Booth Library is offering general
library tours between january 9 and February 28, 2006. tours begin
at the north entrance of Booth Library and last approximately 45 min

18 Gun lovers' org.

39 Foam material

21 One of the
Gabors

40 •Treasure
Island" author's
inits.

6 World Cup sport 25 S.A.T. company
7 Mine, in France
8 Stallion, once

00

No. 1128

26 Revolution time? 59 They're neither
nobility nor cler28 Ewe's mate
gy
31 Often
63 Horse's hue

00

2, 3 BR Apts Spring/Fall 2006. 1

Edited by Will Shortz

37 Apri l 15 org.

24 Mentally sharp

FALL 2006 APTS, 1, 2, &3 bed

utes.

Crossword

1 Take hold of

Contact Betty at 581 3079.
912

llftN.etttlork~

9 Actress Braga

27 Stimpy's pal on
TV
29 Aleve

41 Suffix w~h
labyrinth

compet~or 42 Bridge weight

10 Coast features

30 "Mamma __!"

11 Frank Zappa's
daughter

33 Like some old-

12 Sympathyarousing
excuse

34 "_

13 Approves

38 Mop wielders

unit

46 Retort to "Am
too!"

52 Actress
Mimieux
54 Poker pieces
56 Actor Cariou
57 Relatively cool
sun

so"To Live and
Die

fashioned lamps 48 Decorated anew 61 Certain TV's
won't!"
50 Place for pollen
36 Prefix with angle
51 Entree with a
crust

62 French head
63 Nutritionist's fig.
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RESOLUTIONS:
CoNnNUED FROM PACE 1

Students try
to shape up for
Spring B reak
Delima suggests when making a
resolution centered around losing
weight and getting in shape, one
should keep in mind it's also about
eating healthy.
Sheila Poffinbarger, assistant director of dining at Taylor Hall, said
when students come back from winter break, the "spring break syndrome" sets in.
"Students are trying to look good
for Spring Break, so they tend to eat
a lot more salads and low-carb
items," she said. "You hear a lot of
people saying they're on Weight

Watchers."
Poffinbarger said the salad bar at
dining halls are the most popular
when students return for the spring
semester.
"There are a lot of options in the
dining halls for nutritional eating,"
she said. "We provide a vegetarian
option, and (Stevenson Hall's Tower
Dining) has the deli, which is very
healthy."
Brian Schneider, assistant director
of dining at Thomas Hall, said the
dining halls try to cater to students'
needs as much as possible.
Schneider said that students who
are trying to keep their New Year's
resolutions of trying to lose weight
should utilize Housing and Dining
Services' nutritional calculator, provided on its Web site.
"It looks at units and students can
manage their intake," Schneider said.
"It's the best way to plan ahead, and

TRUSTEES:

Board of H i gher
Educati on sti ll
must give OK

"We are hopeful that the IBHE will approve
the proposal because IBHE is aware of the critical need for nursing professionals in the workforce and the scarcity of programs in this part
of the state," Hanner said.
Should IBHE give its approval, the program
would be added to the College of Sciences.
University administrators now have the

FOR RENT

THE ASSOCIATED P RESS

BRITIANY RIDGE SPACIOUS
CLEAN 4 BEDROOM, 2 1/2
BATH , DISHWASHER, WID.
PARKING/TRASH INCLUDED.
ALL FOR $250 EACH. CALL
348 5427.
00
4 bedroom house for Girls.
Great location. Available August
2006. Washer/Dryer. No pets
345 7286.
00
Fall 2006 Apartments 1,2,3, bed
room. Great location. Great
condition. Some with laundry,
some with wireless internet. Off
street parking, No pets. 345
7286
00
Private room sharing with 3 guys
available in "January 06." 1/2
block from Campus $235/month.
345 6967
00
House near Buzzard. 5 bed
rooms, WID, dishwasher, central
air. Very nice. Call 345 6967.
00
GIRLS!

IF YOU

WOULD LIKE A NICE, ROOMY,
FURNISHED 3 BR APARTMENT
WITH LARGE CLOSETS, LOW RENT,
LOW UTILITY BILLS, AND A LANDLORD THAT CARES FOR THE 06-07
SCHOOL YEAR.

challenge of securing funding for the program.
"There are several possibilities, but the first
and best, is the state," said Blair Lord, provost
and vice president of academic affairs.
In other business, the board also approved
$1.6 million to build a 4,870-square-foot second-floor addition to the east side of Lantz
Arena.

Senator s t alk
tough abou t
Ali ta hearings

(LASSIFIEDS

ATIENTION

eats less overall," Schneider said.
Although students are keen on losing weight this time of year, one
thing not ignored in years past is the
ice cream bar.
"Students will eat their salads with
the low-fat dressing," Poffinbarger
said. "But they're always digging in
the ice cream."
Schneider said with all the options
dining centers offer, it is very possible
for students who resolve to eat right
to keep their resolutions.
If students desire a change,
Schneider advises them to fill out a
comment card in the dining centers.
"We wouldn't have incorporated
low-fat mayonnaise if people didn't
request it," he said.
Before fall semester ended, Beal
started to work out more often and
eat well.
"I really noticed a difference, and I

MARY ANNE H ANNER, D EAN O f THE COLLEGE O f SCIENCES

students with a bachelor of sciences degree in
nursing.
All required university groups have voted to
approve the program.
Now that the board has given its stamp of
approval, the final step is acquiring the lllinois
Board of Higher Education's endorsement at
its Feb. 7 meeting.

Apartments and houses for rent.
1520 1528 4th Street across
from Pemberton Hall. 345
3059/345 2909
00
VILLAGE REN TALS. Renting for
2006 2007. 1 BR & 2 BR
Apartments. Also 1 BR Apt.
w/room for studying or 2nd BR.
Laundry Facilities, Furnished &
Near Campus. Call for at appt.
(2 1 7} 345 2516. Equal Housing
Opportunity.
00
APARTMENT FOR RENT, 2 BED
ROOM. TRASH AND WATER
INCLUDED. ALL FOR $260 PER
MONTH. NEXT TO CITY PARK.
1111 2ND STREET. CALL 348
5427.
00
House for rent. 4 bedroom. Big
yard. Next to city park at 1218
Division St. $225 each. Call
348 5427.
00
Park Place Apartments: Now
showing 1,2,3,Bedroom Units
for Fall 2006. Newly Remodeled
units available! Trash paid, fully
furnished, free parking. Call
Autumn @348 1479.
00
House near Lantz.
Totally
remodeled. 7 bedroom, 2 bath,
WID, Dishwasher, central air.
Call 345 6967.
00

they need to be creative and think
outside the box."
The nutritional calculator lists all
the foods served for each meal in the
dining halls and the typical portions
that are served.
Students can calculate the calories,
carbohydrates, protein and fat grams
per meal.
Poffinbarger said the calculator is a
very good tool to use in trying to eat
healthy. Students can plan their
meals for the entire week.
"(The calculator) is being modified to include fiber, which is a very
important thing I'm not sure a lot of
people know about," she said.
"There are a lot of options."
Poffinbarger said in the beginning
of every semester, dining halls are
swamped because they're so new to
everyone.
"Later in the semester, the numbers start dropping because everyone

"We are hopeful that the IBHE will approve the
proposal because IBHE is aware of the critical need
for nursing professionals in the workforce and the
scarcity of programs in this pari of the state."

CoNnNUED FROM PACE 1

FOR RENT

PAGE9

CALL FOR AN

APPOINTMENT, 10 MONTH LEASE,
NO PETS 345-3664.

00

WASHINGTON - Senate Democrats
on Sunday promised a drawn-out confirmation and perhaps a fJ.!ibuster for Samuel
Alito if the Supreme Court nominee evades
or refi.J.Ses to answer their questions on
abortion, presidential war powers and other
issues at this week's confirmation hearings.

'1f he continuously, given his previous
record, refused to answer questions ... it
would increase the chances of a filibuster,"
Democrat Sen. Charles Schumer of New
York, a member of the Senate Judiciary
Committee, said on NBC's "Meet the
Press".
Democrats say they will not decide
whether to filibuster or try to delay a committee vote until after the committee's
weeklong hearings that begin Monday.

i
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BOONDOCKS BY AARON MCGRUDER

Students can maintain
health resolutions by:
+ Enrolling in various workouts
and free classes at the Student
Rec Center.
+ Taking advantage of healthy
foods in the dining centers.
+ Utilizing the nutritional
calculator on the Housing and
Dining Service's Web site.
+ Giving feedback on dining
center comment cards.

plan to continue with it," she said.
When it comes to eating well and
working out, Delima said, "those two
things go hand in hand if you want
to change the way you feel about
yourself."

The additional space would be used to
house coaching offices for the men and
women's basketball teams, a study area, a
computer lab, restrooms and a conference
room.
No taxpayer money was reportedly used to
fund the project; instead, the money came
from fund raising, football revenue and corporate sponsors.
Construction is scheduled to begin in
March and be completed next fall.
The board also voted to allocate $235,000
to purchase property at 1816 Ninth St., owned
by the Zeta Alpha chapter of the Alpha Phi
sorority, which will be used to build a student
and staff parking lot.
Project funds were generated from parking
permit charges and parking violation fees.

NATIONAL
BRIEFS

J

Ahealthy start

Dry, gustY. conditions spread
wildfires in four states
AGUILAR, Colo. - Wildfire outbreaks that have been menacing the dry
southern plains across Texas and
Oklahoma spread to Arkansas and
Colorado on Sunday, where windwhipped blazes destroyed at least nine
homes and forced hundreds of people to
evacuate, authorities said.
The evacuations in southern Colorado
were forced by two fires that had
destroyed five homes and burned at least
6,000 acres in Huerfano and Las Animas
counties, not far from the New Mexico
line.
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WRESTLING

Panthers suffer first home loss to No. 13 Northwestern
BY PATRICK VITT
STAFF REPORTER

The Panthers latest dual meet loss
came at the hands of No. 13
Northwestern with Eastern losing 3513 Sunday at Lantz A=la.
This was the Panthers (1-3) second
dual meet loss in as many days with
Eastern losing at No. 9 Missouri 36-3
on Saturday. The meet was originally
scheduled for Jan. 6 but was changed
because of Missouri scheduling conflicts. Eastern head coach Ralph
McCausland knew that his team would
not be at peak condition when he
agreed to the two matches in two days.
"I know the schedule had an effect
on our condition fur today. Not many
sports teams will have back-to-back the
No. 9 and No. 13 teams in the country
on the same weekend," McCausland
said. ''When you travel four hours,
compete, then turn around travel
another four hours and wrestle the next
day, it has some negative effects."
The anticipated match of the day
was in the 174-pound division with
No. 13 junior Kenny Robertson (13-6)
matching up against Northwestern
sophomore Jake Herbert (17-0),
ranked No.3.
Herbert took control early in the
match scoring two points from a furward takedown in the first 20 seconds
of the match.
The back-to-back meets showed
their effects as Robertson was visibly
tired going into the second period and
was pinned at the 4:15 mark for a

ERIC HILTNER/THE DALY EASTERN NEWS

144-pound sophomore wrestler, Chase Beebe, earned his first win of the season against Northwestern's Marty Gould
during the Panthers' loss to the No. 13 Wildcats Sunday at Lantz Arena. Beebe won his match 6-1.
Herbert victory.
"With Kenny's match he would
admit he was kind of off the mark and
sluggish today," McCausland said.
''When you wrestle back-to-back days
like this it has an effect of draining your
energy and without movement in this
sport you get in trouble."
Robertson would agree with the
assessment that his chances against the

No.3 Herbert were not helped with the

fact he wrestled the No.1 Ben Askren
the day befure in Missouri.
"This really makes you tired when
you have to scratch weight two days in
a row befure meets. In tournaments you
get three matches then are weighed,
which makes it easy to stay at weight,"
Robertson said. '1 had two worlmuts
last night and one this morning just so

SANTANA:

Short Term Study Abroad Program

(oNnNUED FROM PACE 12

Brady's class
•
grow~ng up
The Panthers hadn't won at
M cBrayer Arena since before the
freshmen were even in high school.
When the Panthers defeated
Murray State on Monday evening,
they matched the program's best
conference start since joining the
Ohio Valley Conference.
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They were not supposed to still
be in contention even just four
games into the conference schedule.
But that is where they are.
The team has a blend of players
that have been carried over from
coach Linda Wunder's tenure and
players that Sallee has gone out and
recruited.
This mixture gives the freshmen a
chance to learn from experienced
teammates while also being thrown
to the lions on the court.

With Edwards, Galligan, Canale
and the rest of the freshmen increasing their playing time and their oncourt experience, the Panthers
should be a team to contend with
for the next few years.
And this is the way a new coaching era should begin.
Marco Santana is sophomore journalism major. Ifyou think his era is off
to a slow start, e-mail him at
masantana@eiu.edu.

Customer Appreciation Days
Come in and tan for free in a regular bed!
Tuesday, January 1Oth &
Wednesday January 11th
Take advantage of our 2 day tanning special:

Regular Month Unlimited $29.00
Regular 2 Month Unlimited $52.00*
*w/ lotion purchase. Stop in for
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10 regular sessions $25.00
Mystic Tan Spray Booth
$14.00 per session
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I could make weight."
Eastern did have two wrestlers win
their respective matches. Sophomore
184-potmder Greg Perz (8-8) defeated
Joe Gulotta, who was wrestling in place
of No.8 Mike Tamillow, by a major
decision 14-5.
Sophomore Chase Beebe (1-2)
earned his first victory of the season
with a 6-1 decision over freshman

Marty Gould. McCausland liked what
he has seen from Beebe in the limited
opportunities he has wrestled.
"Chase needs matches, yesterday we
had a situation where had he scored first
the outcome could have been in his
favor," McCausland said. "Right now
Chase has a lot of upside."
Promising freshman 197-pound
Terron Williams (8-4) was battling with
No.lO Matt Delguyd point fur point.
But with 18 seconds remaining in the
third period Williams and Delguyd got
tangled up out of bounds resulting in
Williams twisting his lefr knee.
Williams tried to continue into the
fourth period but was noticeably hobbling and eventually forfeited due to
injury.
McCausland does not believe
Williams's injury will be year-ending
but does see some time of inactivity.
"There was an out of bounds
series ... he relaxed anticipating a whistle, caught and rolled his ankle twisting
his knee," McCausland said. "That is
when injuries like this happen you relax
and let your guard down.
"He almost upset a No.lO wrestler
and did well at Indiana against a No. 5.
I see Terron having tremendous potential."
Northwestern head coach Tim
Cysewski was also impressed with the
way Eastern came out and wrestled.
"Eastern definitely came to wrestle.
Perz, their 184-pounder, looked good
in his win toda}~ and I hope (Williams)
isn't hurt too bad because he is a talent,"
Cysewski said.
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"YOU'VE GOT A FEVER.
THE ONLY PRESCRIPTION
IS MORE ADVERTISING"
CALL TODAY 581-2816

May2006
Spend two weeks in

England
France
and Italy
For more information
and a video tour:
http://cats .eiu. edu/studyAbroad/home. htm
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Women's team
has strong break
The Panthers (5-8, 4-2) held junior guard
Saundra Hale, the lady Govs' second-leading
soorer who averages 123 points, to zero points, but
it was the hot outside shooting of sophomore
guard Amber Bacon that helped Austin Peay stay
in the game.
"We got caught standing in help, and I really
don't know what we were doing except we were
standing around a lot," Sallee said. "(Bacon) hit
wide-open shots, and wdve got to do a better job
of going from help to guarding our man."
Bacon hit 4-of-S from beyond the arc and finished with 16 points, with 14 coming in the second hal£ She gave Austin Peay a 44-43 lead afrer
hitting back-to-back three-pointers on consecutive
possessions with sixteen minutes lefr in the second
hal£ That was the Lady Govs' firsr lead since 19-17
with I 0: 18 in the first hal£
The Panthers got off to a slow start and fell
behind 6-0 before responding with their own 6-0
run to tie the game at six. Eastern had to play
much of the first half without the services of its
starting frontcourt as senior forward Lauren Sims
and freshman center Rachd Galligan played a
combined eight minutes in the first hal£
With those two sitting on the bench, senior
guard Megan Sparks responded. She scored 15
points in the first half on 7-of-11 shooting.
However, Austin Peay held her in check in the
second half, limiting her to one point and only
three shots.
Sallee said he thinks his team just forced quick
shots instead of running the offense, thus not
allowing Sparks a chance to soore.
"We took some shots that were out of character
for us," he said. "We took those quick shots, and
instead of swinging the ball and it ending up in
Sparl<s' hands, it was just jacked up to the basket."
Afrer Bacon hit another three-pointer to up
Austin Peay's lead to 62-58 with I :4Ilefr, Galligan
dosed the gap to 62-60 with a jumper with 43 seconds left. With 20 seconds lefr, Galligan fouled
junior forward Tiffany Benford. Benford missed
both her foul shots, setting up the stage for
Haynes' late-game heroics.
The loss to Austin Peay dropped Eastern into
second place in the OVC afrer entering Saturday's
game tied for first place with Tennessee Tech and
Samford.
The four conference wins are one more than the
team had last year.
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"We took those quick shots,
and instead of swinging the
ball and it ending up in Sparks'
hands, it was just jacked up to
the basket"
BRADY SALLEE, HEAD COACH

The Panthers picked up their first win of the
season on Dec. 17 at IUPUI in a 70-63 overtime
win. Junior guard Meggie Eck finished with a
career-high 22 points thanks to six three-pointers.
Five days later, the winning ways continued
with a 78-71 victory over Eastern Kentucky.
Edwards tallied 21 points in hdping Eastern earn
the win at McBrayer Arena.
Coming offa 75-64loss at Charleston Southern
on Dec. 30, Eastern picked up an OVC win at
home against Murray State 72-68. Sparks led four
Panthers in double figures with 15 points. In the
loss to Charleston Southern, Sparks soored a teamhigh 21 points and became only the 18th player in
Eastern's history to crack I ,000 points in her
career.
Last Thursday the Panthers defeated Southeast
Missouri 70-61 at Lantz Arena for the first time
since 200 I. Behind the defensive play of Galligan
(13 points, 12 rebounds, 5 blocks), the Panthers
hdd SS\10 center and 2004-05 OVC Player of
the Year Tatiana Conceicao to only 15 points, five
below her average.
Fellow freshman Edwards led the team with 16
points.
Both Edwards and Galligan were named OVC
Freshman of the Week over break, with Galligan
earning the accolade the week of Dec. 19 and
Edwards receiving the award the week of Jan. 2.
This is the first time since the 2002-03 season that
an Eastern player received this award.
Tonight, the Panthers stay on the road as they
take on Morehead State (7-4, 2-2).
The Eagles, under the direction of first-year
head coach Matthew Mitchell has already turned
the program around afrer the team went 5-22last
year.
"They've got some talent up there at
Morehead," Sallee said.
One player that Sallee is concerned with is senior center Lakrisha Brown. Brown is a 6-foot-3
transfer from Saint Louis University and is leading
the team in sooring (17.4 points) and rebounding
(11.4 rebounds).
Sallee knows his team will have their hands full
with all the talent the Eagles have.
"Wdre going to have to be a heck of a lot better
than we were tonight," he said.

NFL PLAYOFFS

Steelers roll past Bengals
THE ASSOCIATED P RESS

CINCINNATI - A low hit on Carson
Palmer changed everything.
Steelers nose tackle Kimo von Oelhoffen
dived into Cincinnati's Pro Bowl quarterback
at the knee on his first pass Sunday, knocking
him out of the game with a torn ligament,
and Pittsburgh rolled to a 31-17 victory that
set up a rematch with the AFC's top team.
Pittsburgh (12-5) will play in Indianapolis
next Sunday, a chance to show how far it's
come in the past month. Defending Super
Bowl champion New England will play in
Denver on Saturday night.
The Bengals (II-6) had boasted after winning in Pittsburgh that they were now the
team to beat in the division. Given a chance
to prove it with their first playoff appearance
in 15 years, they lapsed into some old-style
bungling with their leader gone.
In his second playoff go-round, Steelers
quarterback Ben Roethlisberger was coolly
efficient - 14-of-19 for 208 yards and three
touchdowns without an interception.
The crowd of 65,870 erupted, then went
sickeningly silent on the Bengals' first pass
play - one that went down as the longest in
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Cincinnati playoff history, and the costliest.
Palmer held onto the ball a second longer
than usual, allowing rookie Chris Henry to
get open down the right sideline for a 66-yard
reception. As the ball left Palmer's hand, von
Oelhoffen drove his shoulder into the quarterback's left knee.
Jon Kitna replaced Palmer and kept the
Bengals in it until their inexperience and lack
of a Pro Bowl quarterback started to show in
the third quarter.
First, the Bengals botched a field goal
attempt because of a high snap. Then, Kitna
knocked the ball out of his own hand while
scrambling, scuttling a drive.
Finally, a shanked 30-yard punt - something out of the old Bungles days - put the
Steelers in position to take control.
Three plays later, they used a little sleightof-snap to do just that.
Antwaan Randle El took a direct snap in
front of Roethlisberger, ran to his right,
turned and threw the ball back to the quarterback.
Cedrick Wilson was 10 yards beyond the
confused coverage for his 43-yard touchdown
catch that put the Steelers up 28-17.

CARRIE

HOLLIS/THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Senior guard Josh Gomes fends off Austin Peay freshman forward Kyle Duncan while looking for
an open teammate during the first half of the Panthers' 62-56 loss at Austin Peay Saturday. Gomes
led all scorers with 25 points.

SHOOTING:
(ONriNUED FROM PACE 12

Bench-sparked
comeback too late
With the offense sputtering and the Governors
seemingly able to soore at will, Miller turned to
two bench players who had not seen much action
recently.
Junior center Tom Burke and sophomore forward Bil Duany came off the bench with 15:40
lefr in the game and Eastern trailing 41-26.
Burke did not play at all in the loss to SEMO and
Duany played for the first time since a Dec. 12
home loss to Tennessee State. Bmke and Duany
joined freshman forward Billy Parrish, senior
guard Jake Sinclair and Gomes to spark a run
that propelled Eastern back into the game.
Parrish hit a three to cut the deficit to 41-31,
and Burke used a nice inside move to get past
Austin Peay senior center Zac Schlader to tighten
the score to 41-33. The energy that the bench
gave provided a spark of life for the Panthers. and
they trimmed Austin Peay's lead to 45-43 with
8:50 remaining.
"Probably the best basketball we played
tonight was when Jake Sinclair, Billy Parrish, Josh
Gomes, Bil Duany and Tom Burke were on the
floor," Miller said. "We overcame a deficit and

not only did we play more efficiently on the
offensive end but we got stops on the defensive
end and we rebounded."
With the Governors leading 49-47, Parrish
was called for an intentional foul on Austin Peay's
freshman forward Drake Reed. Reed missed the
two free throws but freshman guard Landon
Shipley made sure the Governors capitalized on
the extra possession as he drilled a three-pointer
from the lefr wing with Gomes' hand in his face
to push the lead to 52-47.
The Panthers got as dose as 56-51 afrer a
Tandy basket but could get no closer as the
Governors made 5-of-6 free throws in the final
I: 16 to seal the win.
Gomes led all scorers with his 25 points on I 0of-15 shooting while Hampton led Austin Peay
with 19 points.
Tandy finished with II points for Eastern and
was a rebound shy of pulling in a double-double
as he finished with 9 rebounds.
The task of winning does not get any easier for
the Panthers tonight as they travel to Murray, Ky.,
to take on the Racers at 7:30p.m.
Led by a balanced scoring attack, including
OVC Preseason Player of the Year Trey Pearson,
the Racers are tied for first in the conference with
Samford at 5-1 in league play.
"We can't really dwell on the (Austin Peay)
game," Tandy said. "We just have to get our
minds ready for Murray. We just have to go in
with a mindset of being ready to play."

NFL PLAYOFFS

Carolina moves on to face Bears
THE AssociATED P RESS

EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J. The
Carolina Panthers beat the New York Giants at
their own game, in their own place 23-0.
Steve Smith soored a pair of touchdowns and
Carolina rattled Eli Manning into four turnovers
in the first rotmd of the NFC playoffs.
The Panthers used a stout defense and a strong
running game - the same principles the Giants
(II-6) used this season to win their firsr divisional
title in five years.
Playing nearly as well as they did in their Super
Bowl season two years ago, the Panthers (12-5)
handed New York its first playoff shutout in 20

years.

Manning was intercepted three times, then
fumbled late in the game in front ofa nearly empty
Giants Stadium. Tiki Barber was held to a seasonlow 41 yards rushing, while the Giants managed
just I 09 yards total offense while becoming the
first home playoff team to be shut out since 1980
when the Los Angdes Rams beat Tampa Bay.
DeShaun Foster ran for 151 yards, and Smith
had I 0 catches for 84 yards. Smith soored once on
a 22-yard catch from Jake Delhomme, then ran a
reverse in 12 yards for a second soore.
Carolina forced five turnovers in all and kept
New York's offense off the field.

PANTHER SPORTS CALENDAR
TODAY

WQI.\EN'S 8AsKE111All AT MoREHFAO STATE
MEN'S BAsKETBAll AT MURRAY STATE

THURSDAY

WOMIEN'S BAS..,DALL VS. T -ESSH-MAaTlN
M EN's 8 ASIC£TIIAU VS. T ENNESS&·MARn N

SATURDAY

SWIMMING VS. M IWION

Eastern Illinois University, Charleston
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OFF THE
BENCH

6 p.m.
7:35p.m.
5:15p.m.
7:35p.m.
1 p.m.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

uzzer eaten

Sallee era
officially
underway

Late heroics push
Peay past Panthers
Bv

MATT D ANIELS

ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITOR

Can we be certain these players
are freshmen?
The women's basketball team
is currently 4-2 in the Ohio
Valley Conference, and it is not
because of seniors lauren Sims
and Megan Sparks.
They are doing their job well,
but freshmen Megan Edwards
and Rachel Galligan emerged as
team leaders during the break.
This had to be what head
coach Brady Sallee envisioned.
This class is Sallee's first
recrumng
class.
Edwards,
Galligan and Ellen Canale give
the Panthers three freshmen in
the starting lineup.
Before the break, the Panthers
were floundering at 0-6, and it
wasn't looking too good.
They had a tough schedule,
but with no victories it was difficult to gauge whether this
team was making adjustments
or if it would be in for a long
season.
While students enjoyed the
time off, the Panthers were hard
at work, and it has shown in their
results.
The two-point loss on
Saturday evening at Austin Peay
stopped a four-game conferencewinning streak that had them
tied for the conference lead
before the setback.
This season, there are six freshmen and two junior college transfers on the roster. That means
that about 60 percent of the roster had absolutely no Division I
experience heading into the season.
But there is one glaring positive about not having any experience: you don't know what you're
supposed to be doing.
Edwards and Galligan were
both named OVC freshman of
the week over the break.
They don't know that Eastern
isn't supposed to receive any of
those types of awards. Before
Dec. 19, the Panthers hadn't had
a freshman of the week award
since Sparks was a freshman
guard exploding onto the scene.
When the Panthers went to
Eastern Kentucky and beat the
Lady Colonels behind Edwards'
career-high 21 points, they didn't
know that they weren't supposed
to win at Richmond, Ky.
SEE
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Senior guard Megan Sparks releases a three-point shot late in the second half of the Panthers'
64-621oss at Austin Peay. Sparks scored a team-high 16 points. The loss knocked Eastern down to
third place in the Ohio Valley Conference.

ClARKSVILLE, Tenn.- Austin Peay stretched its winning streak to five games thanks to a buzzer-beating 18foot jumper by senior forward Ashley Haynes to beat
Eastern 64-62 Saturday at the Dunn Center.
After Eastern freshman guard Megan Edwards made
two free throws to tie the game at 62, Austin Peay brought
the ball to midcourt, where they called a timeout.
With 4.1 seoonds left, Haynes took the inbounds pass,
dribbled to the left of the free throw line and fired off the
game-winner at the buzzer, which rolled on the rim twice
until it dropped in.
"There's no doubt who we want to go to in that sin~a
tion," said Austin Peay head coach Andy Blackston about
the last-second play.
Haynes came into the game leading the team in scoring
at 15.4 points per game and increased that average by finishing with a game-high 21. The league's top rebounder
also corralled 14 rebounds.
"She's, if not the premier, one of the premier players in
this league," Blackston said. "To take a shot like that and
make such a tough shot, that wasn't an easy shot to make."
Eastern head coach Brady Sallee said he thought his
team defended the last play well but that Haynes just made
a tough shot.
"She was turning sideways, shot across her body and it
just dropped," he said. ''I'd go out there ten times and let
her take the shot she did and take my chances."
But Sallee felt that the game came down to the wire
because of undisciplined play shown by Eastern.
"The problem I have is what we did to put ourselves in
that position in the first place," he said.
Edwards agreed, saying that mistakes made early in the
game and late were the difference in the outcome.
SEE
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Slow start buries Eastern on the road
Team shoots 26.9 p er cent in fi r st half of 62-56 loss at Austin Peay
B Y MATT D ANIELS

ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITOR

CLARKSVILLE, Tenn.- Despite
receiving 25 points ftom an exhausted
Josh Gomes, Eastern (2-10, 1-5) lost
to Austin Peay 62-56 Saturday at the
Dunn Center.
'1 thought he was out of rhythm a
bit in the first half but the way he came
back, he had a great second half," said
Eastern head coach Mike Miller.
T he senior guard had to overcome
extreme adversity and numerous travel
stops just to get to the arena on time.
Gomes' grandmother passed away
on Jan. 2 in Cape Cod, Mass., and her
funeral was scheduled for Saturday.
After last Thursday's loss to Southeast

Missouri 72-60 at Lantz Arena,
Gomes left the team and drove home
to Indianapolis in time to leave for
flights to get him to Massachusetts.
After arriving on Friday and attending the funeral on Saturday, Gomes
made two flights on Sanrrday to arrive
at the game on time. He arrived in
Cleveland via Boston and immediately caught a flight to Nashville, where
assistant coach Michael Lewis picked
him up. Lewis and Gomes drove the
hour from Nashville to Clarksville,
arriving 15 minutes prior to tip-off.
"It felt good to be on the court and
focus on basketball," Gomes said. '~
my family members back home supported me in the decision to play."
Even with their leading scorer not

having been with the team prior to tipoff Saturday, the Panthers got off to a

fast start.
Eastern jumped out to a 4-0 lead
thanks to inside baskets by senior center Wes Wtlkin and sophomore center
George Tandy.
The Governors (9-5,4-2) then
answered with seven straight points
before a Gomes three-pointer tied the
gameat7.
With just under six minutes to play
in the first half, a jumper by Gomes
gave Eastern a 22-18 lead. It would be
the Panthers' last points until a George
Tandy dunk at 17:54 in the second
half with Austin Peay leading 37-24
after rattling off a 19-2 run.
"We couldn't really put good seg-

ments together," said Tandy about the
scoring drought.
While the Panthers struggled to
score, Austin Peay's duo of senior
guard Maurice Hampton and senior
center Zac Schlader combined for 22
of the Governors 31 points in the first

hal£
"Part of those points in the first half
were off turnovers," Miller said.
Eastern committed 11 turnovers in the
first half and 17 on the game.
Using a 2-3 matchup zone for the
first half, Miller said he thought Austin
Peay did a good job penetrating the
zone and creating shots for Hampton
and Schlader.
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